Weed Control for a Garden:
A Step By Step Guide
By Heather Rhoades
Perhaps one of the most frustrating jobs that a gardener
must do is weeding. Vegetable garden weeding is necessary to help get the biggest harvest possible, but some
days it may seem like the weeds grow faster than you
can pull them out. Knowing how to weed the garden
correctly is essential to reducing how often you have to
do this tiresome chore.

How to Weed the Garden Properly
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A large number of gardeners do not weed their garden
correctly. It is a sad truth, because when they weed
improperly, they are only making more work for themselves. Efficient garden weeding can almost be considered a learned skill.
The number one mistake that many gardeners make
when weeding the garden is that they do not pull the
weed out correctly. Many gardeners approach weeding
by grabbing and pulling that snaps the stems of the
weeds and leaves the roots behind in the ground. Most
common weeds can re-grow rapidly from their roots.
The correct way to pull a weed is to use a pinch and
pull method. Pinch the weed close to the base of the
weed plant and gently, but firmly, pull the weed out
of the ground. At least some (and hopefully all) of the
roots will come away with the weed plant. At first, you
may see many weeds snap at the stems, but as you do it
more, you will get a feel for how much of a gentle pull
will remove the roots from the ground without breaking
the stem.

First, young weeds are much easier to pull out of the
ground than weeds that are fully mature. Weekly weeding will help you get all those baby weeds out easily.
Second, frequent weeding will help get rid of difficult
weeds. No matter how hard you try, you will not be
able to get the entire roots of some weeds. By constantly
pulling the top few inches of root off these plants, you
remove their ability to get sunlight. They will die from
lack of sunlight.
Third, weeds are plants that produce seeds. When drop
their seeds, you will end up with hundreds more weeds
(and more weeding!). Weekly weeding will keep the
weeds in your garden from ever being able to produce
seeds.

Best Time for Weeding a Garden
The best time when to weed a garden is ideally after a
rainstorm or after watering with the garden hose.
The ground will be wet and the roots of the weeds will
come out of the ground more easily.
Weeding your garden in the morning, before the dew
has dried, is also a good time to weed. While the soil
will not be as soft as it would be after a rainfall or
after watering, it will still be softer than later in the
afternoon.

How Often Should You Weed a Garden?
You should weed your garden about once a week.
Timing is important when it comes to weed control in
the garden for several reasons.
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Common Weeds
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Types of Mandarin Oranges
While many people are familiar with mandarin oranges, it is sometimes a surprise to find that there are several different types or varieties of them. Each of these types share some common characteristics, while still having one or
two factors that make each type distinct.
A satsuma tends to set the standard for what people expect when it comes to the taste of mandarins. Because the
sections keep very well, canned satsumas are ideal for use in fruit salads and provide a source of citrus during the
winter months.
Gaining popularity on the satsuma is the clementine. This variety of mandarin oranges is usually grown in temperate climates and produces fruit during November and January. Spain is one of the major producers of the
Clementine.
Tangerines also are part of the mandarin orange family. The tangerine tends to have a deeper shade of color
to the sections than some other forms of orange. A ripe tangerine will have a deeper orange color, leaning more
toward a red tint. Sweet and refreshing, the tangerine is often a favorite fruit around holidays such as Christmas.
The temple orange, or tangor, is a cross between a satsuma and the common orange. This variety of mandarin
oranges takes the best qualities of both fruits and combines them into one new type. Juicy and easy to peel, the
tangor is an excellent choice for fresh fruit around the house.
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In like manner, the rangpur is another hybrid within the family of mandarin oranges. Described as a cross between
a mandarin and the lemon, the rangpur has a hint of sour that tempers the sweet taste, providing a fruit option
with a little extra bite in both the aroma and the flavor of the fruit.

Clementine

Rangpur Mandarin

Tangerines

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-are-the-different-types-of-mandarin-oranges.htm
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What Are the Benefits of
Mandarin Oranges?
Whether you call them mandarin oranges, tangerines
or clementines, they’re all different varieties that belong
to the mandarin family. Mandarins are smaller than oranges and have a looser skin, which makes them easier
to peel. Like all members of the citrus family, they
provide a boost of vitamins and minerals, yet have few
calories and not even 1 gram of fat.

Vitamin C
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You can count on mandarin oranges to provide vitamin
C, with 1 cup of orange segments delivering 28 percent
of the recommended daily intake. Vitamin C is a powerful antioxidant that neutralizes free radicals, including those resulting from exposure to sunlight.

Bone Health
Calcium and phosphorus combine to form hydroxyapatite, which is used to build bone and teeth. Old
and damaged bone is continuously replaced with new,
strong bone throughout your life. It’s important to include both minerals as a part of your regular daily diet
to have healthy bones. Magnesium is another mineral
that has a role maintaining bone health by activating enzymes that form new bone. Dietary intakes of
calcium are often below the recommended amount for
many people of all ages, according to the Linus Pauling
Institute. One cup of mandarin orange segments provides 3 percent of the recommended daily intake of all
three minerals.

Dietary Fiber
There are two types of dietary fiber that have different
purposes. Insoluble fiber is the type known for keeping
food moving through the digestive tract. The other type
of dietary fiber, soluble fiber, lowers levels of cholesterol
and keeps blood sugar balanced after you eat by slowing
food absorption.
http://healthyeating.sfgate.com/benefits-mandarinoranges-4573.html
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